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YUKI.

The territory and divisions of the Yuki have been described

in previous publications of the Department, especially in Dr. S.

A. Barrett's " Ethno-Geography of the Porno Indians/'52 This

work contains also vocabularies of the four principal Yuki

languages. These are the Yuki proper, in the drainage of the

Middle Fork of Eel river, that is to say, in the vicinity of the

present Round Valley reservation; the Huchnom, on South Eel

river; the Coast Yuki on the ocean west of the Yuki; and the

Wappo, to the south in the Geyserville-Calistoga region. The

Coast Yuki and the Wappo are separated, respectively by the

Athabascan Kato and by the Porno, from the Yuki proper and

the Huchnom. Dialectic differentiations occur within Yuki

proper and Wappo. Of the four languages, Wappo is the most

divergent. The dialect here reviewed is Yuki proper.

PHONETICS.

The phonetic system of Yuki is simple. It lacks velars, but

has two classes of t sounds, one being distinctly palatal (t-),

almost approximating English ch, the other interdental (t). Tc,

equivalent to English ch, is treated by the language as if it were

a single sound. In addition there are labials and post-palatals,

the latter apparently formed somewhat farther back in the mouth

than the ordinary English k sounds. This makes stops in five

positions, if the affricative tc is included. For each of these

positions there is also a stressed fortis surd, but no sonant stop. 52*

There are also no fricatives other than s and c. The only nasals

are n and m. The k-nasal, n, does not occur as an organic sound,

52 VI, 1-332, 1908.

C2 a To be exact, the "surd" stops are weakly aspirated and partially

sonant, probably during the explosion, when they are initial or followed
by a vowel; but fully surd, and strongly aspirated, when final. Theoreti-
cally gup and uk* would therefore be as eorrect an orthography as
kup and uk. Since "g" and "k< ?7 are however only variations due
to position, and are organically the same sound, and as there is no other
k in the language except fortis k', the designation of both the initial

and final sound by k seems justified. It may be added that exactly the
same relation between initial and final stopped consonants exists in the
Shoshonean dialects and probably in a number of other American languages.
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stem syllables, these assimilations are however often not made in

careful speech, both consonants being pronounced. The third

process, that of the intercalation of a short vowel, which is

usually i or obscure e, but occasionally o or u after an o or u

sound, is also quite common. It occurs before s, n, p, and other

consonants ; in most cases before verbal suffixes.

Diphthongs are not radical, as no stems have been found con-

taining a dipthong followed by a consonant. Stems ending in a

diphthong therefore really consist of a vowel followed by y or

w ; naun
is nanw, iu is iw.

Just as vowels are sometimes inserted between consonants in

the process of derivation, so unaccented vowels are sometimes

dropped between two mutually compatible consonants; kam-o'l,

panther, kam-1-itc, wild cat.

In rapid speech there are a few contractions, such as of the

common preterite suffix -wi to -u.

There is no vocalic harmony or interinfluence of vowels.

It will be seen that phonetic changes are slight and do little

to disguise the structure of compounded or derived words.

The phonetics of Yuki can therefore be characterized as un-

usually simply and rigid. With all this quality and the pre-

dominance of monosyllabic stems, which lead to structural

transparency, there is however no approach to a monosyllabic

character phonetically. A word of several syllables is usually a

distinct unit to the ear, so that the difference between affixes and

independent particles is usually not difficult to determine.

GRAMMATICAL PROCESSES.

Practically the only morphological process of the language is

suffixation. By this means the language carries on all its gram-

matical business. Prefixes and infixes do not occur. Redupli-

cation and vocalic mutation are as good as absent. Position or

order of words is determined by custom, but can have no gram-

matical significance, as suffixes are regularly used for every

grammatical relation that could be expressed by position. The

combination of this unity of grammatical means with the rigidity

of phonetics, makes the structure of the language unusually

simple.
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Composition of independent stems is frequent. Between two

nouns, the qualifier precedes the qualified, as in English. When
a noun is combined with a verb, adjective, or adverb, the noun-

element however invariably precedes. For English round-house

Yuki would say house-round. Certain stems are used both as

independent words and as suffixes. Such is mik'al, around.

Similarly the common demonstrative ki, that, enters into relative

suffixes of verbs.

on-yu, earth-quake

mil-haB
p, deer-song

kitcil-wok, flint-dance

hul-uk, eye-water

hul-wak, eye-shake (loose woman)
nan-uk, mouth-water

uk-hot*, water-large (ocean)

al-kat, wood-flat (board)

While there are noun-deriving and verb-forming suffixes,

and while their employment is frequent, the presence of a

suffix is not necessary to the use of a noun or verb stem in

grammatical construction. Many nouns, such as on, earth, or uk,

water, are used as naked stems, and verb stems can appear as

imperatives and in other constructions without any suffix.

Verb stems can also be used as nouns denoting the action of

the verb, as in English. Nevertheless, the distinction between

nouns and verbs is clear. All words in the language, except

structureless adverbs and connectives, are, grammatically con-

sidered, either nouns or verbs, pronouns being functional equiva-

lents of nouns, and adjectives of verbs.

The range of ideas expressed by the suffixes which constitute

the one means of grammatical structure in the language, and of

which about seventy-five have been determined, is comparatively

restricted. Including those that are semi-etymological or deriva-

tive, they may be classified into: (1) derivative suffixes of nouns;

(2) suffixes expressing number and gender of nouns and adjec-

tives, and suffixes of pronouns; (3) case-suffixes expressing

syntactical, instrumental, and local relations; (4) verbal suffixes

of a derivative nature; (5) verbal suffixes expressing modal,

temporal, and participial relations.

As in Yokuts, the vowels of almost all suffixes are either i or a.
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DERIVATIVE SUFFIXES OF NOUNS.

I nvative suffixes of nouns are not very many, but several

occur with great frequency. Some definitely denote the agent or

instrument, but others appear to have no specific meaning.

-mo'l, -o'l. A very common suffix denoting the instrument or

actor, equivalent to English -er, but added to noun-stems as well

as to verbs.

pa'tc-mo'l, pencil, "marker"
lil-yim-o'l, stove, "metal-fire-instrument

"

lo'-mo'I, throat, "cougher"
nam-mo'l, bed, "lie-er"

-am, a very frequent suffix on both noun and verb stems.

Sometimes it means "partaking of the nature of," "that which

is somewhat like." More often it has no meaning of its own

that can be determined. Most of the stems on which it occurs

are not used without it, even in composition or derivation. It

is especially frequent on stems denoting animals and parts of the

body. It is not unlikely that this derivational -am is originally

the same as the collective suffix -am or -lam and the verbal

usitative or continuative -am. An -am found on adjectives is

probably also connected.

uk-am, swamp (uk, water)

ol-am, brush, brushy place (ol, tree)

on-am, earth-worm (on, earth)

on-poy-am, mole

ay-am, buzzard (an
y, glide)

tit-am, mountain

cam-am, raccoon

sum-am, brains

kate-am, bad

tat-am, pretty (tat, good)

k'il-am, striped

tik-am, smooth

ha ntc-am. hard, strong, durable

kite-il, flint

-is.

lop-is, jackrabbit

-nom, people of.

uk-om-nom, Yuki of Bound Valley

lil-cik-nom, a Yuki division( rock-black-people)

hutc-nom, Huchnom, Tatu, or Redwood Indians
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SUFFIXES OF NUMBER AND GENDER.

-t, -a, plural, -i is the more common, but any noun is always

used only with either -i or -a. No relation between the vowel of

the noun and of the suffix is discernible. Nouns taking the

objective suffix -a use -i for the plural. This plural suffix is

confined to nouns denoting animals and plants, and to semi-

pronominal stems.

mil-i, deer

suVi, ducks

tc'op-i, flies

p'al-p'o-i-l, butterflies (for p'al-p'ol-i)

mil-i, white-oaks

cip-i, willows

hil-i, all

-mac-i, plural of demonstratives

cup-a, blackbirds

tok-a, fleas

koy-a, gophers

ku's-a, geese

tcup-a, blackbirds

-$, plural suffix of a few nouns denoting persons; also of per-

sonal pronouns.

-p> singular suffix corresponding to -s.

na-ip, girl; na-es, girls

iw-op, man; iw-is, men
mus-p, woman; mus (for mus-s), women
mi, thou; mo-s, ye

an-p, I; us, we

-mac, or -mas, is added to the stem of demonstratives in form-

ing the plural.

ki, that; ki-mac-i, these

-am, 4am, collective. It is the regular plural suffix of certain

words denoting persons and ending in a suffix. It also forms
the usual plural of certain inanimate nouns, such as house, in

which the collective or distributive and plural meanings are apt

to coincide; and of compound nouns containing an adjective.

ot-is-am, old women (ot)

iw-is-ma Mam, young men (iw-o-ma')

han-lam, houses (han)

pank-am, one each (pank, one)
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atc-sil-am, pieces of skin

hanw-hot.-am, whales (fish-large)

hi-bot.-am, large branches

ol-hot.-am, redwood trees

titam-hot.-am, high mountains

atwancit hanson-lam, fierce dogs

-itc, apparently primarily a diminutive, m al§0 & GOlleCtiYe, §

distributive, and, through idiom, the plural of one noun denot-

ing persons.

k'aml-itc, wild cat (k'amo'l, panther)

ans-itc, red (aB
s, blood)

tat-itc, pretty (tat, good)

nu-itc, also nu, gravel

su-itc, fish in general

k'il-itc, fish-roe

op-itc-am, in two heaps (op-i, two)

al-k'at-tc-am, in each board

hal-itc, children (sak, child)

-a, animate of numerals and adjectives.

op-a, two
molm-a, three

puhitc-a, a short person (puhitc, short)

cik-a, a black one

4, inanimate suffix of numerals. It is used also when the

numerals do not refer to any specific objects, or when they refer

to nouns denoting animate objects but in the objective case. The

stem pan
, one, animate irregularly pan

-k, inserts w : pan-w-i.

op-i, two

molm-i, three

-p, reflexive, on demonstratives,

ki-p, himself, from ki, that one, he

-moc, used before the plural suffix in the reflexive demonstra-

tive; perhaps the same as -mac similarly used in non-reflexive

demonstratives.

ki-moc-ey-at, of themselves

~cl> may or may not be used on the word for I.

anp-el or anp, I

-in, may or may not be used on the word for my.

it-in or it, my
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CASE-SUPFIXES.

-a, objective. Used on nouns, pronouns, and demonstratives,

but only when animate. It may be conjectured that this suffix is

the same in origin as the animate -a of numerals and adjectives,

but there is nothing to prove such identity.

musp-a, woman
hulk'o-a, coyote

an-kun-a, my father

lope-a, jackrabbit

hil-a, all

ko'l-a, Wailaki

-c or -s, objective case, found only on mi, thou; the same as

the Costanoan and Wintun objective suffix of the personal

pronoun.

-at, possessive of nouns, pronouns, and demonstratives,

animate and inanimate. It is invariably used.

pilan
t.-at, sun's

hulk Vat coyote's

ki-at, his, that one's

us-at, our

-ok, instrumental.
;

lac-ok, with an ax

kutci-ok, with a knife

-a, instrumental. No difference in meaning between -ok and
-a is perceptible. Some nouns use one and some the other.

mipat-a, with the hand
on-a, with earth

4a, instrumental of demonstratives. Perhaps related to -a as

-lam, collective-plural, is to -am.

ki-la, with that

-op, locative. Precise meaning: "on"; but also used as a

vaguer locative "at." Added to verbs, it subordinates them and

means "when." "At the seeing" is "when he saw."

hay-op, in carrying-sack

pi-mo J
l-op, with, on, flute

nihin-aul-op, at the door

uk-op, on the water

han-op, on the house

on-op, on the ground
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•ki, -k, -i, general locative, in, on, at.

hante-ki, on the house floor

hutc-ki, out-doors

u'-ki, in the water

tciu-ki, in the acorn-granary

ki-k, in that, in there

-am, -m, inessive. Used on certain words, such as han, house,

and on demonstratives, as a general locative to the exclusion of

-ki. Most other words take -ki but do not use -am.

ki-m, there, literally, that-in

han-am, in the house

-ta is a locative of wide or indefinite meaning found only on

demonstratives. The difference between it and -m is not clear.

ki-t-a, there

-pis, ablative.

im-pis, from where

-wit, terminalis, to, toward.

ku ( tki-wit, toward the north

-k'il, terminalis, to, toward,

han-k'il, to the house

k'ol-k'il, to the other side

no-namliki-k'il, to where he lived

-han, ~hanhin, subessive, under,

uk-han, under water

uk-hanhin, under water

lil-ha Dhin, under the rock

-itc-ki, juxtapositive, next to, near. Probably the diminutive

-itc with the locative -ki. A similar -itc-op is also found.

lil-ite-ki, by the rock

mil-tcotc-itc-op, by the pounded meat

-mik'al, around. Is used also as an independent word.

yim-mik'al, around the fire

on-mik 'al, around the world

-kite, only, resembles the case-suffixes in being added chiefly to

nouns, but its function is of course quite different,

cic-kitc, only squirrels

kit-kite, nothing but bones

These suffixes show a complete transition from purely formal

or grammatical case-endings, such as the objective, through loca-
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tive suffixes such as -op or -ki, to whole , stems used as suffixes

with prepositional meaning. The employment of all is however

exactly alike; so that if the designation of "case" is denied to

-mik'al, around, and -op, on, it must also be denied to objective -a

and possessive -at.

DERIVATIVE VERB SUFFIXES.

The verb suffixes that are derivative rather than grammatical,

in that they affect the meaning of the verb more than its relation

to other words in the sentence, form the largest, most difficult,

and in some ways most characteristic class of suffixes in the

language. It is especially in this class that suffixes of indefinite

meaning are numerous. Some of this vagueness of significance

will undoubtedly become dissipated by more thorough knowledge

of the language. Nevertheless it is quite clear that certain

suffixes, whose precise meaning has been ascertained, at times

have this their proper force only in a vague degree. It is in

accord with this feature of these suffixes that there are almost

none with concrete meanings such as describe direction or kind

of motion and situation, or the class of object or instrument of

action. None of these suffixes indicate that the action is per-

formed with the hand, foot, head, or any other part of the body

;

none of them refer to the shape or position of objects ; and when

they refer to motion they do not specifically describe it with such

meanings as up, down, towards the center, towards the outside,

in a rolling manner, and so on, but indicate that a motion is made

to do something, that the action of the verb is accompanied by

motion, that there is motion toward, that there is a going to per-

form an action, that the action is repeated, or that it is involun-

tary. In other words, such Yuki suffixes are abstract or con-

eeptional, not visual or dynamic. It is not unlikely that this

condition is connected with the restriction of these and other

affixed elements exclusively to a suffixed position, for it appears

that specific and concrete affixes of motion, position, and instru-

ment occur chiefly in those American languages that employ

prefixes as well as suffixes, and that at least part of them usually

are prefixes. Yuki contrasts with Porno in this respect as
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Eskimo, Shoshonean, and Yokuts contrast with Algonkin,

Athabascan, Siouan, Chinook, and Washo.

Many of the derivative Yuki suffixes seem to be used with

certain stems as a matter of habit or idiom rather than to serve

any definite purpose or to express any specific meaning.

~kut forms an occasional inchoative. This suffix is also an

independent stem meaning the beginning or end; kut-kin is

"root." Possibly -kut is to be regarded as an independent

auxiliary receiving the tense suffixes and postposed to the stem

of the principal verb, rather than as an actual suffix. A more

common inchoative is the suffix -lam.

o'-t-kut-mik, will begin to suck

4m, to try to, is an independent verb-stem that similarly

appears occasionally as a suffix.

hilyu-si-im-wi, tried to make sick

4au l has the force of English can, and is either an inde-

pendent verb or a suffix.

anp mis nanw-i-lau* -k, I can see you

anp lau* -k, I can

-cilo is a frequent suffix with the meaning " appearing to."

Often it can be translated by "as it were," or "it seems."

This suffix often has sufficient stress-accent to furnish some

justification for considering it an independent word; but no

other words intervene between it and the verb-stem to which it

refers. There is usually nothing but accent and phonetic feeling

to determine whether such forms as yiiki-ciloo-wi are one word

or two; the two words if separate would stand in the same

position and have the same form, the first being in that case

participially subordinate to the second: "playing he appeared."

The same can be said of the other elements already mentioned

;

they may be regarded either as suffixes, as final members of com-

pound binary verbs, or as finite auxiliary verbs governing a

participial or stem form of another verb. At the same time the

inserted i of yiik-i-ciloo-wi and nanw-i-lau* -k seems to show that

the forms in question are really suffixes ; the verb stems being yik

and nanw.
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-lata has the meaning of making a motion to perform the

action indicated by the verb stem.

muk-law-e-tl-wi, moved to seize with the mouth, tried to bite'

a< -law-e-tl-u, made a motion to seize

-«, appearing also as -in, -en, is a frequent suffix whose force

in most cases is not clear. Where it has a definite meaning this

is generally similar to that of -law, the preceding.

nanw-in-ek, goes to see

wiit-in, go to work

-lit is of unknown meaning.

t-au'-lit-in-ma-mil, came to make war on them
yuu-Ht-e-y-am, doing foolishly

yi-lit-eya-mil, played together

ham-lit-mil, wanted
naaw-e lit-ei-mi, saw them
lak-si-lit-in-iak-mil, drove him out

-ma denotes motion toward. This suffix has a tendency to

follow other suffixes of the derivative class. An -ra, which trans-

forms the stem ko, go, into ko-m, to come, is probably only a

form of the same suffix.

kup-ma, come pointing

wo ?-ma, coming toward

lanl-ma, creep to

un-ma-wi, brought

-k is somewhat indefinite in force. It appears to be used with

intransitive verbs to indicate an action, as contrasted with a state,

of the conception implied by the verb stem. This suffix must

not be confounded with the tense-suffix -k or -ik, which it always

precedes.

cu<-a, remain!

cu^-k-a, sit down!
a n
p cu< -ik, I sit

a n
p cu T -k-ik, I seat myself

-is, continuative, iterative.

-ok, -yak, single action, contrasting with -is.

-am, -yam, continuative, habitual usitative.

-Ml, single action, or repeated action at a single period, con-

trasting with -am.

These four suffixes are very common. In some cases they have

the specific force given for each, but often their meaning is
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indefinite or connotive and their use largely a matter of estab-

lished habit. Li, to kill, rarely occurs without -ak. Most

languages would not go out of their way to express the fact that

the idea of killing ordinarily implies a single act, one unrepeat-

able on the same object. As between -is and -am, the former

apparently has more often a definite force. As between -ak and

-kil, the former would seem to denote usually an unrepeated or

instantaneous action, the latter a repeated or longer action but

one limited to a single period as opposed to a habitual act.

suup-ak-mil, threw once

suup-is-u, threw repeatedly

hanwai-s-am-ek, eat customarily, use as food

koo-y-am-mil, walked (about for some time)

kaank-am-ik
;
it (continues to) come (to me; for instance, money)

hanwai-kil-mil, ate it

-t-il, to cause to, to have for, to make to be, to want to do, to

direct to do.

p'oi-t.il, put in (p'oi, in)

paDtc-t.il, write (pa ntc, mark)

cu^-t'il-mil, made him stay

hanwaii-t'il-mi], fed him

-sil appears to emphasize the idea of motion without describ-

ing it, leaving this to the verb stem,

ti-sil-wi, jumped

cu l -sil-mil, sat down (cu% be at, sit)

lak-sil-yak-mil, emerged

kap-sil-ik, enters

-lily reflexive or reciprocal action.

ima°-lil-mil, said to one another

mis kipat huc-lil-ha, do you like yourself?

-mil, meaning unknown. Not to be confounded with the final

tense or syntactical suffix -mil.

pi-mil-mil, played flute (pi-mo '1, flute)

anp ko-mil-ik, I am going

ki-mil-mil, said

-il> meaning unknown.
an-il-ma-mil, brought him there

man
t-il, shoot

wit-il mil, turned

lak-il-i, emerged

It is possible that there is some connection between -kil, -t-il,

-sil, -lil, -mil, and -il.
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-wi appears to indicate involuntary, inanimate actions and

automatic motions or sounds.

ant.ain-m-ik, shoes creak

k'o-m-ek, flutters

yu-m-i, is swinging, dangling

ii yitc-m-ik, I tremble

kan-m-i, it swells

tima al ha nk m-i, the wood splits of itself

woyam lak-m-i-wi, smoke came out

-lam is the usual inchoative or inceptive, -kut is also in-

choative.

tcV-lam-ek, begins to sprout (te'u*-t-ek, is sprouting)

in-lam-ha mis, are you sleepy?

mit ii huuc-lam-ek, I am falling in love with you

~si> -s, is the ordinary causative, -til and -t-1 are also causative.

anp tat-e-si-wi, I made it

hilyu-si-pa, will make sick

-tan or 4an
l, negative. This is nothing but the ordinary in-

dependent negative tanl used as a suffix. This negative can be

used as verb with tense-suffixes : tanl-k, it is not so.

haDtc ?am-ta ll
l, is not strong

ii hana-ta°l-k, I do not believe it

t 'um-tanl-k, it is not raining

wil-tanl-a-mil, did not fear

in-tanl-a-han, though not sleeping

kotam-tan-mil, did not go

4-1, transitive, intentional, causative action.

4, intransitive, unintentional, not causative action.

These two suffixes are very common. Sometimes they are

specifically contrasted, in which case the intransitive verb with -t

is used as it were impersonally, with its logical subject in the

objective case, whereas the subject of the corresponding volun-

tary or causative form is in the subjective. Almost any intransi-

tive verb-stem unaccompanied by a derivative suffix seems to be

able to take on -t without specially adding to its meaning. In

ko-t, go, the -t is either purely habitual or the result of a desire

to parallel the derivative ko-m, come.

nam-i-t-mil, dropped, fell down in death

nam-tl-mil, laid it down
muk-law-e-t-mil, (involuntarily the hungry Coyote, unable to re-

strain himself) snapped at it
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-w appears to indicate involuntarv i™ • .

automatic motions or sounds.
^^ "^^ ^tions and

a-t.ai»-m-ik, shoes creak
k'o-m-ek, flutters

yu-m-i, is swinging, dangling
« yitc-m-ik, I tremble
kan-m-i, it swells

tc'u'-lam-ek, begins to sprout rtc'u<-r«k j.
m-lam-ha mis, are you sleepy,

( *'*' W 8Prout«g)
mit " huuc -la^-k, I affi falling in 2ove^ you

-«, -s, is the ordinary causative, -til and 1 1 »^ «i
•p tat-e-si-wi, I made it

^ aIS0 Ca^tive.
hilyu-si-pa, will make sick

*££stir:r„j
h

: : it-;;:
the

r-*
in-— - verb wWl teMM„fflse9;^ is

£«««". - be

ha»tc'ara-ta»l, is not strong
ii hana-ta°l-k, I do not believe it
t'um-ta°l-k, it is not raining
wil-ta-1-a-mil, did not fear
iuta-1-a-han, though not sleeping
kotam-tan-mil, did not go

-t-l, transitive, intentional, causative action.

-t, intransitive, unintentional, not causative action
These two suffixes are very common. Sometimes they are

nstr trasted> in which case the intransit--b"
is used as it were impersonally, with its logical subject in the
elective case whereas the subject of the corresponding volunary or causal form is in the subjective. Almost any fntransi

i

e

e ::trtcoTnied by a d™tive ** -- :

t

L t 1 th ? ^ ^ SPeCialIy addiDg t0 its—ing. In

to ;,?; !
6lther PUrely habitUaI or the ««" of a desireto parallel the derivative ko-m, come.

nam-i-t-mil, dropped, fell down in death
nam-tl-mil, laid it down
mu«ir^—

v

h
*

h-w —-— - «•
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muk-law-e-tl-wij tried to seize it with his mouth
ii o*-t-ik, I vomit (*ue comes out of mouth)

anp o<-tl-ik, I spit out (J make come out of mouth)
tcatcol-t-ik, is budding

ko-t-wi, went

kap-t-mil, went in

an-e-t-mil, rolled

huiiu-t-mil, stopped

huuu-tl-i, stop doing something

a* -tl-i, seize it!

lak-tl-mil, throw out (lak, emerge)

ko-tl-mil, put in (ko, be in)

SYNTACTICAL VERB SUFFIXES.

This class of suffixes express tense, mode, and participial anq

subordinating relatione. A§ di§tmgiiistied from tne group of

derivative affixes just discussed, they may be designated as modo-

temporal. In their position in the verb, they always follow the

derivative suffixes.

~w% -u, ordinary past time.

-witc, completed past.

-pa, future.

-mik, less common than the last, perhaps expresses an im-

mediate futurity or a future intent.

-ik, -ek, -k, is generally translatable by the present tense of

English. It may imply continuance. It makes verbs of adjec-

tival stems.

-mil, lacks specific reference to time, indicating primarily that

the verb to which it is attached is modally finite. Many Yuki

sentences, especially in narrative, contain several verbs. These

may be expressedly relative or participial, or may lack any

grammatical suffix and thereby be subordinate to the finite verb

which is the last in the sentence. In discourse or quotations this

final finite verb bears one of the tense or mode suffixes; in con-

tinuous narration or description, whether past or present,

aoristic -mil takes the place of such a tense-suffix in the finite

verb.

ko-m-wi
;
came

li-ak-u, killed
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mi<-witc koi, has been there before

a npel ko-witc, I was walking

hilyu-t-pa, will be sick

an
p ko-t-pa, I shall go

amis o* -t-mik, I will suck you

amis li-mik, I will kill you

sak-mik, she will have a child

tc'uu'-t-ik, is sprouting

la'-t-ik, it breaks

tcatcol-t-ik, is budding

anp koo-t-ik, I go

ii ham-ekj I wish

hanot-k, is heavy

naun-mil, saw

koo-t-mil, came

-ha, interrogative.

im-wit mi ko-t-ha, where do you go?

mis yaun-ha, do you think?

tat mi yik-i-ha, did you play well?

maiD mi<-ha, who is?

-<zs-tc and -am-s, quotatives. Usually followed by -ik. These

suffices specifically express quotation. To indicate that myths

and narratives rest on tradition and not on personal experience,

a particle ii is used instead of these suffixes.

wok-es-te-ik, dances, they say

intcam-es-te-ek, they say, it is said

luwatc pok-et-am-s-ik, the gun exploded, we hear

ko-am-s-ik, is coming, they say

-a, the usual imperative suffix. It is used on certain stems, and

after -k, -ak, -t, -is, and other suffixes. Other stems, and the

suffixes -am, -tl, -kil, -til, -111, -sil, -il, and others, express the

imperative without any suffix. A final -i after -tl and other end-

ings seems to be only a phonetic increment, being found also in

the unsuffixed participial or modeless form of many verbs.

t-an-hil-s-a, make him draw it out!

uk-s-a, wet him!

un-t-a, carry!

koo-t-a, got

cu<-k-a, sit down!
tii-k-a, jump!

o'-u-k-a, run!
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cu*-a, stay!

mi* -a, be!

k ,
i
t -a

T
be quiet!

hanwai-s-am, use as food!

Jiutop-in, go hunt!

in-i, sleep!

wit-il, turn!

yaDe-kil, stand!

haa-t.il, hold!

a<-tl-i, take!

wok-tl-i, wok-tl, sing

Subordinate relation is of two kinds, that which is translatable

by English conjunctions and that which is translatable by

English relatives. Suffixes indicating the first kind of subordina-

tion are

:

-op, the locative case-suffix of nouns, when added to a verb

gives the meaning '

' when.
'

'

-kit-, " while' 7

or "when"; probably derived from the demon-

strative ki; possibly the demonstrative locative ki-t-a, at that,

there.

-ika, if, when, also seems demonstrative in form.

-han, although, even though. This may be the noun-suffix

-han, under.

inan
i hil ta Dl-op, day all not-at, when there was no daylight

k'in-ik-op, when crying

hau-lam-op, shine begin when, at daylight

al wan-ek-op, when they gathered wood
wok-si-kit., while dancing

hap-si-li-kit-, when enters

ko-m-ika a-mis tcan-i-pa, if (when) you come, I will give it to you

hanwaii-s-am-ika mia caia-lau*-k, if we eat, we can live

hot'-kil-han haatc *am-tan
l, although large, he is weak

The relative suffixes are of some length, and although fre-

quent have not become entirely clear. They contain two chief

elements: first, -nam, followed by -1 or -li ; second, -ki. Often

these two elements are combined. The -ki is nothing but the

ordinary demonstrative pronoun, ki, that. The -nam-1 element is

not so clear. Nam is the root for the idea of lying; but no con-

nection of meaning is traceable between this root and the relative

suffix -nam. The chief relative suffixes found are

:
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-nam-li-ki, wli-. or which. The verb with this relative ending

takes the objective possessive, and plural suffixes exactly like the

demonstrative m.

-nam4i~Jci-t>a, -nam-li-kii-k, etc., " where,'' literally "at

which."

-mi-hi, "when."

-nam-li, -nam-il.

-nam-l-on.

Examples

:

k 'am-o '1 imei-namli-kii k 'an-hoot' namli-ki-t.-ei k ?an-hoop ii

Panther spoken-had-who voice-big, then voice-light

imei-mil

spoke,

yuu-yam-namli-kii mil k ?ap-ii-yak-mil

As they had done deer he killed.

t 'uu-namli-kii-k tu-ak-mil

Put-where-was he put it.

k 'am-o '1-iw-ot nam-namli-ki-a li-ak-i

Panther-man-old lay-who, he killing ....
noo* -namli-kii-k 'il an-i-tl-t-i-mil

Lived-where-to he brought it.

SUFFIXES AND STRUCTURE.

The suffixes here enumerated total about seventy-five, and

there are no doubt others. Omitting such as are purely etymo-

logical, like the noun-suffixes -is, -il, and -nom; those found only

on one word, like -el, -in, and -c of the personal pronoun; those

like -mik'al, cilo, and lau* which occur also as independent

words and might justifiably be regarded as being only unaltered

enclitic postpositions or auxiliary verbs; and those which like

reflexive -moc and non-reflexive -mac of demonstratives, and

noun-derivative -am and collective -am, are probably identical;

there are however only some fifty or sixty. Even some of these,

which are clearly suffixes, like the negative -ta
n
l and the relative

-ki, are used also as independent words.

Owing to the reduction of all grammatical processes to one,

that of suffixation, it stands to reason that the structure of the
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language, other than for a few matters of idiom, position of

words, and purely relational syntax, is all contained in the fore-

going list of suffixes.

It remains only to review the nature and forms of the various

parts of speech by recapitulating the functions of the various

suffixes used with each.

NOUN.

The Yuki noun may be a simple stem, a compound noun con-

sisting of two or more stems, a derivative from a verbal stem by

means of a suffix, or a simple verb stem like English " trade."

Except in terms of relationship it is never united into one word

with a pronoun or a pronominal element. It is not reduplicated

nor modified for any expression of gender. It is modified only

for the indication of ideas related to number and case. There

is a plural suffix -i or -a for names of animals and plants.

Several other suffixes have a limited use, on words denoting

persons and inanimate nouns, to express singular, plural, col-

lectivity, distribution, and a diminutive. There are two gram-

matical cases, an objective restricted to animate nouns and a

possessive. There are a considerable number of instrumental and

local suffixes, varying in character from case endings to post-

posed prepositions that can also be used as independent words.

PRONOUN.

The Yuki pronoun is grammatically a noun. Except on terms

of relationship it is never used as an affix. Its suffixes of number

and case are for the most part those of the noun.

The personal pronouns are restricted to first and second

persons. The third person, if necessary, is expressed by a demon-

strative. There is no dual, but inclusive and exclusive forms

are distinguished in the first person plural. As is common in

American languages, the inclusive is formed from the stem of

the second person. This stem is m. The stem of the first person

seems to be vocalic.
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The personal pronouns are more closely joined to terms of

relationship, to which they form proclitics or prefixes, than to

other words. The objective forms are used to indicate possession.

Mis-k'un, thy father, is literally thee-father. His before terms

of relationship is kim-. A few terms of relationship, mostly

beginning with k, show an-, modified to aii, instead of ii for my.

ADJECTIVE.

The adjective is really a verb. This is clear from its position

in compound nouns, where its place is that of the verb after the

modified noun, whereas a qualifying substantive precedes the

modified one. When used as a verb the adjective usually

assumes the indefinite or present suffix -ik. When attributive to

a noun the adjective is used without suffix. Ordinarily the

attributive adjective is not modified for case or number, although

occasionally the adjective instead of the noun receives a case

suffix properly belonging to the latter. A number of adjectives

end in the noun-forming suffix -am. An adjective attributive to

an animate noun receives the suffix -a. When provided with this

suffix, the adjective, like the numeral, can also be used as a noun

denoting an animate being.

puhitc, short

al puhite, short stick

puhitc-k, is short

iwis puhitc-a, short men
puhitc-a, a short person

NUMERALS.

The numeral system is thoroughly quaternary, or more strictly

octonary. It has already been published.53 The numeral systems

of the other dialects of the family show no trace of this system

of counting by fours and multiples of fours, but are quinary,

decimal, and vigesimal. There are numeral roots only for one,

two, and three. All the higher numerals are composite words

descriptive of the method of counting. Above three the numerals

do not seem to be used with suffixes. Below three they ordinarily

53 R. B. Dixon and A. L. Kroeber, Numeral Systems of the Languages
of California, American Anthropologist, n.s., IX, 663-690, 1907.
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end in -i, for which -a can be substituted when the numeral is

used as a noun and refers to animate beings. The animate for

one is pan-k instead of pan-wa.

CONNECTIVES.

There are few conjunctions in the English sense of the word

except nan
, which is used to connect words and long sentences.

Subordinating conjunctions are replaced by relative and modal

suffixes of the verb, which permit a complicated sentence struc-

ture. On the other hand, connective words which cannot be

exactly parallelled in English are important.

The most frequent of these connectives are san and si, which

can be used independently or as a base for other connectives.

They form a contrasting pair. San indicates that the subject of

the sentence which it opens is the same as the subject of the

preceding sentence. Si indicates a corresponding change of

subject. These two particles enable the speaker to narrate at

great length complicated and varying reciprocal actions of two

persons without any designation of them, by either noun or pro-

noun, after their first mention.

In narrative in which the "dubitative" ii is used it is added

to san and si.

A number of other elements suffixed or added to san and si

express various shades of meaning of time and sequence. In

narrative or description not based on personal experience these

forms are further enlarged by the dubitative ii.

-k, forming si-k, san-k, si-k-ii, san-k-ii, is about equivalent to

"and," implying that the action of the verb in the sentence

which it introduces is contemporaneous with the action of the

verb in the preceding sentence.

-m, forming si-m-ii, etc., may be translated "and finally." It

indicates that the action expressed in the preceding verb, after

having continued for some time, is completed, with the implica-

tion that something more or less expected is now to take place.

-kit-, forming si-kit-, san-kit-ii, etc., is equivalent to "and
then." It usually indicates the completion of the action described

in the previous sentence. It is not unlikely that this element is

related to the demonstrative ki.
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-kan , forming si-kan , etc., can often be translated as "there-

upon," denoting that the action expressed in the preceding sen-

tence still continues in the next.

A stem so- is also used as a base for forming several con-

nectives. The words derived from it seem to indicate the relation

of the ideas in two adjacent sentences, rather than the identity

or difference of their subjects as expressed by san and si. So-p

is translatable as "and," also "on account of that." So-n is

"but." So-m is also found.

There are a number of other connectives, such as kop-han,

san-kop, si-mo-n, si-mo-p, si-k-on, whose meaning is not yet clear.

VERB.

The Yuki verb is by far the most complex part of speech in

the language, but its study offers less difficulty than might be

anticipated, on account of the scarcity of phonetic changes in

derivation and suffixation, and also because the root invariably

forms the first part of the word. One other feature makes the

verb much simpler than in many American languages : the total

lack of any form of incorporation or pronominal affixation. The

verb is built up from the stem by suffixes, those nearest the stem

being derivative, those at the end of the word modal or temporal.

The average verb may be said to consist of a monosyllabic stem

followed by one or two derivational suffixes and one or more

suffixes of tense, mode, or subordination, with the insertion of

phonetic vowels, usually i, between adjacent consonants.

The derivative suffixes do most to characterize the verb. Some
of them are ordinary causatives, inchoatives, or intransitives, such

as are customary in American Indian languages. Others, how-

ever, are either much more indefinite, or convey such subtle

shades of meaning, that their precise force does not become

apparent even from a considerable number of examples. That

this vagueness exists in most of the derivatives whose function

is not yet clear, is probable from the presence of this quality in

several very common suffixes. Thus -t-1 at times is a full causa-

tive, at times expresses voluntary or deliberate action, and again

at other times merely makes the verb transitive. The -is and -ik

pair and -kil and -am pair of suffixes show a similar variability
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o* acnuiieness of force. In some cases they specifically indicate

repetition, duration, or singleness of action, but in a greater

number of cases these ideas are only indirectly or indefinitely

implied. It is noticeable that suffixes of this nature usually

occur in contrasting pairs. The number of derivative suffixes so

far determined is not very large. There are almost certainly

others, but it does not seem that the total number in the language

can be very extensive.

Final suffixes of verbs may all be called modal or temporal,

but form several groups. A number specifically indicate tense,

such as the preterite -wi and the future -pa. The use of any of

these suffixes, however, implies that the verb is finite. Another

group of suffixes specifically indicate mode, such as the impera-

tive, the interrogative, and the attributive participle. The suffix

-mil constitutes a third group. It replaces the finite tense end-

ings but is itself indefinite as to time, indicating merely that the

verb to which it is added is the principal or finite verb of the

sentence. Another class is formed by subordinating modal

suffixes, whose force is generally equivalent to that of some

English conjunction. Some of these are only case suffixes of

nouns, such as -op, when, literally at or on. Finally there is a

consequential group of relative suffixes. Several elements enter

into these, the most conspicuous being the demonstrative ki,

which is always final. These relative suffixes furnish an im-

portant means toward a complex subordinating sentence struc-

ture. At the same time the stem, with or without derivative

suffix, but free from any suffix of the modal temporal class, is

also used as a subordinate verb.

Reduplication is nearly lacking in the verb. There is also no

indication of number either for subject or object. Only one case

of stem differentiation for number, of the kind occurring in

Porno, Washo, Athabascan, Shoshonean, and other languages, has

been found: nam-tl, to lay one object, pin-tl, to lay several

objects. The two stems may however really mean to lay and to

scatter.

An idiom of the language provides the use of the subject in

the objective case for a large class of verbs. When such verbs

are transitive the object is put in the possessive case. "I hear
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you" is therefore translated "Me hear your." Every verb of

mental action belongs to this class of quasi-impersonal verbs.

The idea of mental action is however extended so as to include

states of the body and conditions of the person expressed by

adjective stems, as well as certain actions of the body that are

involuntary or conceived of as such. This class of verbs there-

fore includes those denoting to like, fear, hate, sorrow, rejoice,

think, know, be hungry, sleep}^, sick, alive, dead, born, provided

with, without, hiccup, vomit, be good, large, small, or angry.

ii miit nanak *-u, I knew you

hulk'o-a hanl-t-mil, Coyote heard

a nc-t-mi] k'amlitc-a, became warm the wild-eat

SENTENCE.

The Yuki sentence is frequently complex, several participial

or relative clauses preceding the finite verb. The relation of

sentences is indicated with considerable nicety of expression by

the introductory or connective particles. The order of words is

pretty definitely fixed, but is only idiomatic, all syntactical rela-

tions, except the distinction between inanimate subject and

object, being clearly expressed by the grammatical suffixes. The

subject precedes the verb. The object may follow or precede

the verb. The adjective, whether attributive or predicative,

follows the noun. The same relation of order exists when
adjective or verb are combined into one word with the noun.

Connective particles head the sentence. Subordinate clauses

usually precede the principal clause.

VOCABULARY.

With few exceptions the words of Yuki are either mono-

syllabic or resolvable into monosyllabic stems and suffixes.

Many disyllabic nouns whose full etymology is uncertain contain

a derivative suffix or a monosyllabic element of known meaning,

proving the unknown stem to be also monosyllabic. So many
polysyllabic words can be resolved in the same manner that it is

difficult to refrain from the conclusion that all the elements of

the language are monosyllabic. For example, mil-on-tit-am, elk,

is composed of mil, deer; on, earth, tit, high, forming the com-
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pound noun ontit, mountain ; which in turn is made an adjective,

mountainous, by the derivative suffix -am.

A vocabulary comprising the most common nouns of the

language has been given by Dr. S. A. Barrett, in his cited paper

in the sixth volume of the present series. A list of the principal

verb stems determined is appended.

a% hold, take

an
, be

an , roll

an
l, contract

aapli, trade

ac, urinate

at, fasten

aDt.aiB , creak, squeak

aw, lack

ay, crawl, slide

ha, hold, carry

ha, flow

han
, split

han
, rub

han
, build

han
l, hear

ham, say, tell, desire

han, stick on, fit

hana, think, believe

hate, sneeze

haw, like, desire

hanwai, eat

han
y, search, look for

hik, go together

hil, emerge, draw outjj drag

hilyu, sick

him, move
hiw, spill

hok, flay

hu, stop, end, begin

hukol, wash
hul, spin

hum, glad

hum, fly about

hue, love

hut 'op, hunt

in, sleep

kan
, slip on

kank, become, make
kan, swell

kan, kneel

kan, kan
y, talk

kap, enter

kl, leave, release

k 'i< , be quiet

kil, say

kil, have in mind, be angry

k 'in, pity, whine, cry, stink, rot

kit, follow

kit-, slice

kit., neigh, crow, howl, rattle

kiw, ask

ko, go

k'o, be in

k'ol, die, shrivel

k'om, resound

kop, growl

kus, spout, blow

kut, begin, first

k'utc, stretch

la', break, crack

lak, emerge

lan
l, step, go on four legs

la"tc, squeal, crack

lau*, lawh, be able

li, kill

lik, swallow, drown

lit, touch

lo<, cough

lu, descend, chop

luk, project, punch

im, say

im, become
im, try

mam, grow

maB
t, shoot

mi, drink
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mi*, be

min, lie, doubt

mit'an-k, hate

mop, gather

mot, gamble

mot., join, be pressed

muk, bite, seize with mouth

muc, laugh, smile

mutc-u, squeak, titter

muy, copulate

na", press, hold down

naham, crazy

nanak, know
nam, lie

naso, roar, sough

na°w, see

nay, pull

ni, have cavity

no*, live

num, smash, mash

o< , vomit, spit

ol
, run

ok'ol, hollow

pa, lift, rise

panky, shout

pan, hang

pan, fall, stumble

pan
tc, mark

pi, track

pi, whistle

pi-it, mark, notch

pit. % close, shut

pok, burst, crack, pop

pohotc, contract

pul, miss, not hit

putc, blow

sa', fail, unable

sak, child, bear

sat., have for

sa'w, call, sing, cry

sa n
y, defecate

sil, tear, rip

sot., scratch, cut

sup, throw

can
-c, bite

ca°-y, chew

cant, split, shave

cay, alive

cilo, resemble

cim, paint

cit, spark snaps

cite, split, whittle

ciw, ripple

coy, stuff

cu(
, sit, stay, go down

ta, float, drown

tan
, lick

tan
, find, appear

tan
l, menstruate (=notl)

ta"l, win, beat (—not?)

ta-m, enter

tas, snare, trap

tat, make, good

ta*y, tie to

tan
y, cut

ti, cut off

ti, hurt, pain

ti, fly, jump
tik, paint

tik, coil

tiw, run to, move to

tiw, glad

tok, knot, joint

top, tie together

tot, consume

t'ot, slip out

tot., fall

tot-, play ball

t'u, push, lay

tu, brush, comb
tuk, strike, reach

tul, perforate

tut, rub off, scrape

tutc, pound

t.a°k, scrape, shave, clean

t-an, plug, close

tca-k, slap, whip

tc'al, pull

tcan, give

teatc, bud
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tc'i, twist

tci, tcay, rattle

tcik, roll

tcin, pinch

tcip, squeeze out

tciy, flash, glitter

tc 7ux
, sprout

tcuk, fall off

u, fear

u, bring

u% sew

uk, bark, howl

ue, wrinkle, shrink

wank, pay
waDk, disjoint

wan, mix, soft

waDtc, tell, instruct

wil, pass by

wim, roar

wit, work
wit, turn

wit., throw

witc, knock over

wo', walk, go

wok, dance, sing

wos, bend, stoop, animal stands

wum, stir

ya, climb, ascend

ya n
, stand, stick

yaD
, blaze

ya nw, think

yi, yik, play

yite, tremble

yo-a, have

yu, shake, swing, dangle

yu, do, happen

The number of homonyms is great. A random example:

kil, say

kil, angry, bear in mind
-kil, verbal suffix

-k'il, toward, noun-suffix

k'il-, seed

k ?

il, coal

k'il-, striped

k'il-, crooked

k'il, son, daughter

k'il, element occuring in words for widower, ghost

There arc very few reduplicated or duplicated words and few

that are onumatopoetic. The presence or absence of these two

phenomena is usually coincident. Most of the languages of Cali-

fornia show a number of onomatopoetically reduplicated words.

TEXT.

k'a'm-1-itc ii

Wild-cat it is said

hul-kVi na'un'-mil

Coyote looked.

si-i'i ki-ma'c-nam-i'1-k

and what-he-did,

mil-t 'u

deer-heart

san-e'i

And

ei

yii-k-i'k-am

playing,

ain-it

gradually

han
ca' a' '-ii

again slope-on

11 i m-pis
somewhere-from

woo -ma
walked-toward

suup-is
throwing,

nan

and

ii
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yii-k-i'-mil

played.

se-e 1

And

rm-pis
somewhere-from

ei

se-e i an
And always

ki hul-k'o'i

that Coyote

yii-k-i-nam-i'1-kon

what-he-was-playing

ki'w-is-mil i'iyi

asked: "What

k'a'm-1-itc i'i-yi

Wild-cat: "What

ka cu'uh-uk
here sit/'

ki-ma'c-k

doing-that,

han'ye

ki hul-k'o'i

that Coyote

ii yi'i-k-i-mil se-e'i

played. And

t 'a
n-sa-tl-mil si-i'i

now made-himself-be-found. And

ei huu'u-t-mil se-e'i

stopped. And

cinki-mi kup yii-k-i-cilo'o-wi

? -you sister's son play-appeared-to?"

anp yu'u-y-am-ha tanhan
'l-k

I was-doing? Nothing-it-is

;

ii i'mei-mil tanl-k tanlk

looked.

han'ye
now

k 'am-l-itc

Wild-eat

hul-k'o'i

Coyote

se-e'i

And

anp
i

kaint

long

anp nan w-i -wi l lyi

suup-is-u

kept-throwing. '

'

su'up-is-ha

was-throwing?"

ei a' -ii

slope-on

tanl-k kup
not-so, sister 's-son,

ii kii

that

ku'up-a

saw something

si-ei k 'a'm-1-itc

And Wild-eat

i'mei-mil san-e'i

said. And

su'up-ak-mil

threw (once).

ka'int

long

ei

u

ii

sister' s-son

ya'un-ha
regards?"

anp mis
I you,

k'a'm-1-itc ii

Wild-cat

a"-ei

slope-on.

suup-a'k-mil

threw (once)

hul-kVa

k 'a'm-1-itc

Wild*cat sat-down,

iit haik 'a'i-ha sak
me think-foolish? Baby

san-e'i li's kup
And: "Come,

kup
said, " Not-it-is, not-it-is, sister's son,

mi tat-e'itc ueyu' ka'i

you pretty smooth

ei i'mei-mil i'iyi an
p

said: "What I

po'-hot- ha '-nam-il-ki'i

oak-gall had-which

se-e'i hul-k'o'i tanl-k

And Coyote

:

'

' Not-so,

nanw-i'-wi i'mi-ye-kit*

watched," said-when,

cu'uh-sil-mil se-ei iiyi yu

'

And : '
* What makes

mi'hi ku'up-a

anp
i

a"p
i

sister's son,

I'nH,naun-ni

se-ei

And

kup
sister's-son, will watch.

hanye' kii

now that

hul-k'o'i

Coyote

a' '-ei se-e'i

slope-on. And

muk-la'w-e-t-mil

kii

that

si-e'i

And

mil-t'u'

deer-heart

na'un-mil
watched.

ki-pa'un-kot

hack

sop-ei

Coyote involuntarily-moved-to-snap-it. For-that

k 'in-i'tc-tl-mil san-e'i han'ye ha'a-til-mil

almost-cried. And now took.

am, sister's son

yi'i-k-a si-kan
'

play! Then

hanye' kii

now that

ei suup-a'k-mil

threw (once)

se-e'i hanca'
And again

an-i'c-t-i ei

rolling,

k 'a'm-1-itc

Wild-cat

kaint ii miit

"Long I you
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naWk-u
knew."

kup
sister's-son ,-

sai-ki'1-u

almost-did"

i'mei-mil

said

ya'un-ha
thinks?"

si-e 1

And

k'on an
p

only I,

lis

Come,

hul-k'o'i sak
Coyote. "Baby

i'mei-mil

said.

se-e 1

And:

11

hul-k'o'i

Coyote

:

kup
sister's-son,

kup
sister's-son,

aD
p

I

se-ei

And

su'up-ak-mil
threw (once).

mu'k-tl-mil

snapped-it.

k'in-i-a'k-mil

cried.

san-e'i

and:

se-e i

And

san-e'i

And

se-e'i

And

an-e'-t-mil

rolled.

han
'tc-tl-mil

split-it.

ki-pa'un ii

together

ted' kup ted'
" Here, sister's-son, here,

tcan-e'-mil se-e'i

eave. And

ki-pa'un-kil a'Mam-i
back-toward roll-beginning,

lik-i'-t-mil si-e'i

swallowed. And

si-kit-i'i k'o'l-k'il

And then back-toward

tanl-k tanl-k
" It-is-not-so, it-is-not-so,

mis yi'-miwa'a-tl
you play help

lis kup ei

hurry, sister's-son,"

mi'hi ku'up-a
am, sister's son

han
ca' a"-ei

again slope-on

se-e'i a'n-lam-i ei

And, roll-beginning,

k Vm-l-itcsop-ei

For-that

ei

san-ei

And

se-ei

And

han'ye

I now

k 'i'n-t-ii-mil

cried.

se-e'i k Vm-l-itc ki'm-la 'n
And Wild-cat Ms-own-brothers

nam-nam-li-ki'i ii ha' '-ma ei

lay-which taking,

ki-mac-i mil-hut Vop-in-nam-li-kit-
th«se deer-hunt-go-while.

han
'l-t-mil san-e'i antan

'

heard. And again

han-ku'ut-iy-it- ha'-mil se-e'i
house-back-near listened. And

ei

se-e'i hamlatc-ki
And smoke-hole-at

se-e'i k Vm-l-itc
And Wild-cat

p 'ii-mil-a'k-mil

played (once).

eiya'-i-t-i

climbing

ki'w-i-pi'i-mo '1

eldor-flute

motc-sa
pressing

kup
sister's son,

a°'tan

again

hanye'

now

k Vm-l-itc
Wild-cat

hul-k'o'i

Coyote

ki-ma'c-at

of-those

p'ii-mi'1-mil

whistled

se-e'i antan'

And again

wo'o '-ma-mil

walked-toward.

kan-u'uk
talk-water

han
'ye

now

ei

Wild-cat

tcan-e'-mil

gave,

i'mei-mil
"

said.

su'up-ak-mil
threw (once).

muk-tl-ki ei

snapping-it

ha'n-k'il

house-to

ko'o-t-mil

went

mil-p'i'i-mo'l

deer-flute

kim-la'n
his-own-brothers

hul-k'o'-a

Coyote

san-e i

And

pii-mi'1-mil

whistled.

tan'sa-tl-mil

showed-himself.

ha'-ma'-fi-kil ei

picking-up
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PARTIAL ANALYSIS.

k'am-l-ite, Wild cat, from k'am-o'l, panther, and the diminutive suffix -ite.

ii, particle used in myths to indicate that the narrative does not rest on
the personal experience of the narrator.

mil-t'u, deer-heart, composite of two independent stems as in English.

yii-k-i-k-am, playing, from stem yi, play, appearing usually with an un-
known suffix -k; -i-, euphonic, to separate the two -k- suffixes; -k,

suffix indicating action, not a condition; -am, suffix expressing
on verbs a more or less definite continuative. The word is the
predicate of k 'am-l-itc, wild-cat, but lacking a tense or mode
suffix is participial and subordinate to naun

< -mil, saw.

ii, "dubitative M particle described above.

im-pis, from somewhere, from im, interrogative where, here used in-

definitely, and ablative suffix -pis.

hul-k'oi, Coyote. The composition is not clear: hul is eye, k'oi is gopher,
regarded as the characteristic food of the coyote.

naum -mil, looked, from stem nant w, to see, here used intransitively, and
suffix mil, used in narrative in place of tense-suffixes to indicate
the finite verb of the sentence, but lacking specific temporal indica-
tion.

sa"-ei, introductory particle, composed of san, opposed to si, and indicat-
ing that the subject of the verb introduced is the same as that of
the finite verb in the last sentence, and the * i dubitative '

' particle ii.

ain
-it, gradually, apparently derived from verbal stem an

y, to glide, by a
suffix -it or -t of unknown meaning, perhaps found also in kai D

t,

long ago.

woo '-ma, walked toward, from verb stem wo', to walk, go, and
suffix -ma expressing motion toward. As frequently, there are no
tense or mode suffixes 'following this suffix, so that the verb is to
be regarded as participial, connected by nan

, "and," with the
participial form suup-is, throwing; and with it subordinate to the
finite verb yii-k-i-mil, played.

nan
, and, connecting the participial clauses containing woo'ma and

suup-is; usually only a connective of words.

si-ii, introductory particle, composed of si, opposed to san , and indicating
that the subject of the verb introduced is different from the
subject of the preceding verb; and the particle ii. SaD

-ii and si-ii

are ordinarily used only at the head of complete sentences, so that
they can be translated by introductory "and"; here they head
two parts of the same sentence and are therefore connected by
the conjunction nan

, and.

ki-mac-nam-il-k, what he did, relative verbal form; derived by the final
tense suffix -k, indicating an indefinite present and having verbi-
fying force; and by the relative suffix nam-li or nam-il, of unknown
origin; from a stem ki-mae, primarily demonstrative, from ki, that,
and mac, probably meaning in such manner; the combined form
having the meaning thus (!) and being used with the plural suffix
-i as the regular plural, kimaci, those, of ki, that; but here em-
ployed as a verb-stem, as in the form ki-mac-k below.

ei = ii,

haDca, again.

a Mi, on the slope, from a', slope, and locative suffix -i, probably a form
of -ki, at.
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suup-is, throwing, from sup, throw, and suffix -is indicating repeated
action; without tense or mode suffix, and therefore participial,

coordinated with woo '-ma by nan and subordinated to yii-k-i-mil.

ii.

yii-k-i-mil, played, from stem yi with its usual derivative suffix -k,

euphonic -i-, and finite suffix -mil.

se-ei, introductory particle indicative of change of subject,

im-pis, somewhere-from, as above

ki, that, ordinary demonstrative, equivalent to "the," "he, she or it,"
and (when contrasted with ka, this) "that"; here attributive to

hul-k 'oi, Coyote, and equivalent to "the" or "the before-mentioned."

hul-k 'oi, Coyote, subject of naunt -mil.

nau"-mil, looked, from stem nan<w, as before.

se-ei, introductory particle indicative of another change of subject. The
subject of the last sentence having been Coyote, it is Wild-cat in

the present sentence. There is no noun or pronoun or any repre-

sentative of the subject in this sentence.

an, always, constantly,

ki-mac-k, doing that, verbal participle formed by the verbalizing present-
suffix -k from the stem ki-mac, from the common demonstrative ki,

that
j
perhaps literally "thus-ing. " Compare ki-mac-nam-il-k above.

ii.

yii-k-i-mil, played, as above.

se-ei, indicates change of subject, a return to Coyote.

hanye, now; possibly from one root with hanca, again, occurring above.

ki, that, the, as above with hul-k 'oi.

hul-k 'oi, Coyote.

ei= ii.

hanye, now, tautological.

t'an-sa-tl-mil, showed himself, literally, made himself be found. Stem
t'an , find; -sa-, evidently related to causative suffix -si-, a similar

form appearing in motc-sa- below; -tl-, frequent transitive-intentional-

causative suffix; -mil, suffix of finite verb.

si-ii, indicates change of subject to Wild-cat again.

k'am-1-itc, Wild-cat.

yii-k-i-nam-il-kon, that which he was playing, objective relative parti-

ciple. Yii-k-i as before, -nam-il, relative suffix of verbs, -kon,

final relative suffix apparently in the objective case.

ei= ii.

huuu-t-mil, stopped, from stem huu'u, to stop, apparently related to hu',
begin, by an unknown process of derivation; -t-, intransitive or
involuntary suffix opposed to -tl-; -mil, suffix of finite verb.

se-ei, indicating change of subject,

hul-k 7
oi, Coyote.

kiw-is-mil, asked, from kiw, ask; -is, frequentative suffix, often of distinct

iterative meaning, as in suup-is above, but here apparently merely
habitually used with the stem kiw; -mil, suffix indicating finite verb.

iiyi, what, interrogative.

cinki, meaning unknown; iiyi-ciiiki-mi is a frequent interrogative phrase.

mi, you, personal pronoun, second person singular, here somewhat enclitie

to cinki, but as a matter of accent, not construction; grammatically
an independent word, subject of the sentence.

kup, sister's son; here an appelation, appositional to mi, you.
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yii-k-i-ciloo-wi, appeared to play; from yii-k-i, from usual form yii-k of
stem yi, as above; ciloo, to seem, resemble, be like, used as an inde-

pendent verb stem and more frequently as a suffix with the force of
an auxiliary verb, like lau*, be able, and im, try; -wi, ordinary past
tense-suffix used in direct discourse, its place being taken in narrative

by -mil.

se-ei, announcing another change of subject.

k'am-1-itc, Wild-cat, subject of imeimil, said, at the end of the quotation
beginning with the following word.

iiyi, what, interrogative, object of the verb yuu-y-am-ha, did.

aB
p, I, independent pronoun occurring both in this form and as anp-el;

subject of yuu-y-am-ha.

yuu-y-am-ha, was doing; from stem yu, to do; -y- phonetic glide frequent
before the suffixes -am and -ak after unaspirated vowels; -am, suffix

usually having a continuative or iterative force, as here; -ha final

interrogative suffix, displacing the tense-suffix.

tanhanl-k, it is nothing or it is not so, verbal derivative by the present-

tense suffix -k from an enlargement by unknown derivation from
the stem tan or taDl, no, not. Tanl-k occurs with the same meaning
in the next sentence.

an
p, I, subject of following cuuh-uk, sit.

ka, here, strictly "this," demonstrative pronoun of proximity. Ka may
in this sentence form a compound with the following euuhuk,
ka-cuuhuk, I sit here; one should expect the usual locative form
kat<a, at this, here.

cuuh-uk, am sitting, from stem cu', and present suffix -ik, the u of the
suffix being obscure.

ii, dubitative particle, here indicating the cessation of the direct dis-

course in which it is not used, and the resumption of the narrative.

imeimil, said, predicate of k 'am-I-ite above, the entire intervening quota-
tion with three finite verbs being logically the object. Formed
by the suffix -mil indicating the finite verb in narrative, from
imei, probably composed of stem im- and euphonic -i- to separate
final m of the stem and initial m of the suffix.

tanl-k, it is not so, from tanl, no, not, and present or verbilizing suffix -k.

tanl-k, it is not so.

kup, sister 'b son, appelation.

kain
t, for a long time.

an
p, I, subject of the following verb.

na nt w-i-wi, looked, was looking, as above. Probably intransitive here,
as the following clause, which logically is its object, is not sub-
ordinated to it but also contains a finite verb.

iiyi, something, interrogative what? here used indefinitely, object of mi
suup-is-u, you threw; possibly equivalent to a relative connecting
nanw-i-wi and suup-is-u, though such a construction would not be
characteristic.

mi, you, subject of suup-is-u.

tat-eitc, pretty, from tat, good, and diminutive suffix -itc; also tat-am;
attributive to iiyi, something,

neyu, smooth, in the same construction as tat-eitc.

ka'i, f

suup-is-u, kept throwing, predicate of mi, from sup, throw, suffix -is

expressive of iteration or continuation, and final past-tense suffix
-wi, as in naD*w-i-wi, here as often contracted to -u.

si-ei, particle introducing a new sentence which will have a different
subject from the last.
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GENERAL CHARACTER OP THE LANGUAGE.64

The most important characteristics of the Yuki language may
be said to be the following : phonetic simplicity, both as regards

the limited number of sounds and the absence of accumula-

tion of either consonants or vowels
;
phonetic rigidity or immuta-

bility, evident particularly in the lack of modification of stem or

affix elements as these are brought together; a strongly mono-

syllabic character of the elements of the language, which does

not, however, prevent the formation of words of some length;

the absence of reduplication; the use of suffixation as the only

structural or grammatical means employed; the presence of a

moderate number of suffixes but the rigid restriction of these,

apart from a few noun-forming endings, to designations of

number in nouns, of case and locative relations in nouns, of

auxiliary, derivative, and general adverbial ideas in the verb,

and of the relations of mode and tense in the verb ; the absence

of affixes, particles, or classifiers denoting shape, kind of motion,

substance, or instrument; complete absence of any form of

incorporation m- pronominal affixation; a clear distinction of

all words int.. either nouns, verbs, or adverbs,—pronouns and
demonstratives being nouns, adjectives verbs; a well developed
subordinating sentence structure; the expression of delicate

shades of relation between sentences by a series of connectives

;

and the lack of an absolute differentiation of stem and suffix, as

shown by the use of certain stems also in the latter capacity.

WAPPO.

A few phonetic and grammatical notes obtained on the

Wappo dialect reveal certain identities with Yuki proper and
a number of interesting divergences. Dr. S. A. Barrett has
shown that the Wappo language is spoken in five dialects, or

more properly sub-dialects, as the differences are scarcely per-

ceptible. The notes here given are on the Northwestern or

Russian river sub-dialect.

c* Compare Boas Memorial Volume, 64-79, 1906.
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Phonetically Wappo is very similar to Yuki, both the con-

stituent sounds and their characteristic combinations being almost

identical. The principal differences are the absence of nasalized

vowels from Wappo and the presence of a series of sonant stops

corresponding to the surds. These have not been recognized by

Dr. Barrett. As they had been written in a Wappo vocabulary

obtained by the author previous to Dr. Barrett's studies, par-

ticular attention was therefore subsequently given to the ques-

tion of their occurrence, at the time when the information was

secured on which the present notes are based. It is however true

that the sonants are less different from the surds than is the

case in English.

As in Yuki, both ordinary and fortis surd stops occur, k', t\

p', t-' tc', and ts' having been heard. Glottal stops are marked

and frequent. E and o are open, but i and u seem to be close.

The pronouns differ from those of Yuki chiefly in that the

possessive, objective, and independent or unsyntactical forms are

identical, and somewhat different from the subjective forms. The

possessive pronouns are prefixed or preposed. A possessive and

objective of the third person singular is de. The pronouns so

far as obtained are

:

Subj. Obj. Poss. Indep.

Is.
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and -si. Of these the present suffix has a past meaning in Yuki

;

the future in Yuki is -pa, not -si ; the Wappo past, -ta, is not

known from Yuki. The imperative is formed by a suffix -e,

either with or without a prefixed or preposed ma. The optative

of the first person plural is indicated by the suffix -si, which is

probably the future tense sign, with or without the imperative

prefix ma. Interrogation is expressed by the final suffix -ha, as

in Yuki. The negative is -laxki, la'k. The use of this form is

interesting, as it appears to be the Yuki potential suffix or

auxiliary verb lau*, lauh. A suffix -la, with or without ho pre-

posed to the verb, may be a continuative. Other verbal forms of

undetermined significance are -uk and a preposed or prefixed o-.

The dubitative or quotative particle ii of Yuki, and the intro-

ductory particles or connective words that are so conspicuous in

that language, have not been observed. There is no trace of them

in the recorded text of a myth.

The general appearance of the verb, place of the pronouns

before it, and the relative order of words in the sentence, closely

parallel Yuki.

Specimen phrases

:

k'u-ye, k 'uw-e, run!

a ho-k 'uw-ala, I am running, I ran

mi 1 nau-e-ta-ha, did you see me?
a' mi nau-ta-la'k, I did not see you.

a de hakce-laxk, I do not like Mm.
I okani i hakee

?
my friend likes me

de a k'ewi naw-i-si, I shall see him to-morrow

bata a mi nau-wi, I see you now.

isi m k 'uw-e-ei, let us run
-

i iKi k 'uw-e-hakce-laxki, I do not want to run

rnn-ha-e, eat!

isi ba e-si. let us eat.

u a ? o-ba-ta, already I ate

o-ba-uk, eat

he* utci a' o-ba-e-si, this night I will eat

i okani o-ba-ta-laxki sumi, my friend did not wish to eat yesterday

a lel-i mi o-tcap-i-si, I will strike you with a rock


